
Phoenix Photographic Group 

Newsletter from Meeting of 17th September 2018 

 

Introduction 

Following coffee & tea, the meeting got underway. 

News Items 

Several items this week: 

A brief update on precisely what the Stafford Gatehouse Drama (Oct 25th & 26th) is about.. i.e. a 

dramatization of life in the Brocton & Rugeley Camps in WW1, using postcards from the time 

and other props to paint a picture of what it was like to be there then. 

A letter of thanks from the MNDA was shown … registering their appreciation for the donation 

of £91.80 that had been raised from the Coffee Morning raffle by PPG members.  Well done! 

Joe talked about a transport-head friend of his, David Dixon, who has volunteered to give the 

PPG a photo-illustrated talk on various railway locomotives from around the world, sometime 

during the next few months. 

Joe reported that he’d contacted Fiona Park of “Weird & Wonderful Wildlife” about bringing 

her small animals to the PPG for a ‘safari’ !! photo-shoot.  She will, but is out of service for 18 

weeks due to a horse-riding accident.  (There must be a moral there somewhere!)  So, it will be 

scheduled sometime in the spring. 

The Phoenix AGM was advertised. 

Bob Southall talked briefly about his recent activities to build electronic timing facilities that 

enable shutter and flash releases to be synchronized precisely with physical events. 

 

 

 



Activities 

Three sections this week: 

Firstly we had a sort of ‘members’ pics’ session.  But not our members’ pics – instead those of 

half a dozen photographers who belong to the Gallery Photo group at Middlesbrough.  These 

guys had posted some seriously good shots on their website and we took a tour through their 

work, trying to pick up all sorts of tips about what makes an interesting or compelling or novel 

photograph.  Everybody seemed to think this was worth doing. 

Then we had a general discussion about printers, cleaning them, setting them up etc.  It’s a 

wide subject as there are all sorts of different types and different problems.  We decided to 

schedule another such session, in a bit more detail, and this time to capture all the good info 

that sits in the heads of members so that it can be shared in the Newsletter. 

Lastly Joe explained the difference/similarities between time lapse photography and stop frame 

animation.  He showed a short stop frame animation he’d made at two different frame rates 

and identified the Windows software options – Movie Maker 10 and Stop Motion Studio – for 

building the animation from a series of images.  We then split into two groups and each group 

made its own animation images using Lego, which Joe later processed into animated films.  

Stop Motion Studio – which allows you to set pretty much any frame rate – will cost you all of 

£1.69, so there’s no excuse for not having a go yourself!  From later feedback it seems there 

were many people present who would like to have a ‘proper go’ at this, rather than the 20 

minutes we spent on Monday.  So, we will schedule a ‘proper go’ … for which we shall need 

storyboards, some better ‘props’ to animate and the PPG studio kit for backdrops and lighting.  

We’ll discuss on Monday how/when/what etc. 

 

 

Next Meeting 

Monday 24th September at Etching Hill.  PLEASE bring your cameras and tripods and remote 

trigger devices.  We will be doing a special version of camera basics, but concentrating (can’t 

really say focusing!!) on photographing moving objects.  Ian will be OC the event.  And Bob will 

tell us more about automated/programmed timing. 

 

 



 

Members’ Pics 

Topics 

Summer Colours 

Holiday Snaps 

Transport 

Dereliction 

Militaria 

Please send your images to: - 

ianchalstead@yahoo.co.uk 

 

 
Brian Gladwin                                                                                                                                 Transport 
 
 

mailto:ianchalstead@yahoo.co.uk


 
Harold Potter                                                                                                                          Transport 
 

 
Joe Thatcher                                                                                                                        Dereliction 



 
Roy Alexander                                           Holiday 
 

 
Geoff Allsop                            Magic Mushrooms 
 

  


